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Background

Description

Employees

Incorporation

Worldwide

Applications

Optikos Corporation is a privately held company headquartered in Wakefield, MA USA. 

Optikos provides optical engineering design and manufacturing services for optically-based 
product development, IQ Lab™ Services, and lens and camera testing systems 
to clients worldwide.  

With over 80 employees and growing, most of our staff have advanced degrees in 
engineering, optics, and/or physics. 

Stephen D. Fantone, Ph.D., President and CEO, started Optikos in 1982 in Cambridge, Mass. 
The Company moved to Wakefield, Massachusetts in 2007.  

Locations include Wakefield, Mass. headquarters, offices on the East and West US Coasts, and 
international sales representatives throughout Asia Pacific, Europe, and the Middle East.  

Automotive, aerospace and defense, consumer products, life sciences, optical manufacturing, 
and virtual and augmented reality. 

Optikos®, Meridian®, VideoMTF®, The Optical Engineering Experts®, and Anywhere Light Goes® are registered trademarks of Optikos Corporation. 

Unique Offering

Standard and Custom Products

Quality

The Optical Engineering Experts®—Optikos develops and manufactures standard and custom metrology products for 
measuring lenses, camera systems and ophthalmic components; and offers flexible in-house IQ Lab™ testing and 
qualification services. Our engineering teams provide expert design and volume manufacturing for optically-based 
product development in any industry or application and offer customers the insight and expertise they need to help bring 
product concepts from idea to manufacture. 

The Optikos Quality Management System meets the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 
13485:2016.  

OpTest® Systems include modular hardware options and OpTest® software for testing a wide range of lenses. 
LensCheck™ Systems and accessories with OpTest® software provide flexible testing for lenses up to 50mm. 
Meridian® Systems offer production or lab testing of small, wide-field cameras and include our advanced Meridian® FLEX 
Platform (Patent Pending), Focusing Target Projectors, and Starfield Assemblies.  
LMI and SMI instruments offer speed and accuracy for measurement in ophthalmic applications. 
ColliMeter™ Systems offer precise measurement for the set up and qualification of collimators


